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RIA Advisors Can Now Manage Your 401k Plan

Too many choices? Unsure of what funds to select? Need a strategy to
protect your retirement plan from a market downturn?&#2013266080;
RIA Advisors can now manage your 401k plan for you. It?s quick, simple,
and transparent. In just a few minutes, we can get you in the ?right lane?
&#2013266080;for retirement.

Catch Up On What You Missed Last Week

Retail Investors Stage A Riot On WallStreet

For years, Wall Street has taken advantage of retail investors. In 2000, they dumped companies
with no earnings or revenue on unsuspecting individuals, eventually costing them their retirements.
In 2008, it was outright mortgage fraud. From 2009 to the present, Wall Street has used algorithms,
high-frequency trading, and user data purchases to front-run "the little guy" by scalping them for
profits. Interestingly, this past week, retail investors hit back. Just as individuals used social media
platforms to organize protests and riots across the country, traders used websites like "Reddit" to
organize a successful short-squeeze on Wall Street hedge funds. That short-squeeze, which forces
hedge funds who were short stocks to cover the positions, has sent a handful of stocks to the
moon. Notably, Gamestop, a retail store that is on its way to bankruptcy, has been the movement's
poster child. If you happened to be visiting Mars over the last few days, here is what I am talking
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about.

That chart is what a "short-squeeze" looks like when those short a stock have to "buy to cover" at
the prevailing market price. It hasn't been pretty, and the "Wall Street Bets" Reddit group took
credit earlier this week for forcing Melvin Capital, a hedge fund short Gamestop, to get a $2.7
billion bailout from its hedgefund friends. From that moment, it didn't take long for Wall Street to
show its true colors by locking retail investors out of being able to buy Gamestop. Robinhood,
Schwab, WeBull, and others all restricted trading in the stock, which resulted in immediate class
action lawsuits.
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The Margin Problem

While Robinhood, and other brokers, took a lot of heat for restricting trading in shares of the most
heavily shorted names, there was a reason - collateral requirements. Without getting into all of
the minutiae of capital requirements and margin accounts, the simple fact is that the NSCC is
required, by SEC rules tracing back to Dodd-Frank, to make sure there is always cash to settle.
Depending on the net of buys and sells, the brokerage (like Robinhood) is on the hook to pay or
receive the trading's net cash. That is simply credit risk. The NSCC takes on that credit risk. To
mitigate the risk of a brokerage failure, they demand firms post a deposit of 10% of the collateral.
Here is where the problem comes in. When firms are already heavily on margin (currently at a
record level of negative cash balances), sharp changes in the underlying collateral value can lead
to immediate demands for more deposits from the brokers.

On Thursday, Robinhood had to raise nearly $1 billion in capital to secure the ability to cover
collateral requirements. We also saw margin requirements being adjusted by the DTCC. Of course,
the risk to the markets is that with brokerage firms already running too lean, if a firm like Robinhood
failed, the ripple effect through the financial industry would likely rival that seen during the Lehman
bankruptcy in 2008. Such are likely reasons the markets sold off this past week.
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Strange Bedfellows

As I stated at the beginning, it is about time Wall Street got a little bit of what they have been
dishing out on Americans for years. It won't take long for Wall Street to "circle their wagons" and
protect themselves, but maybe this is just the warning shot they needed to make some changes.
However, I highly doubt it. It is interesting, though, that Robinhood's actions, which may just put
them out of business, have also united an unexpected group of individuals. Who would have ever
thought that Ted Cruz would agree on anything with A. O. Cortez?

 Even Mark

Cuban, who benefitted greatly from Wall Street making him a billionaire, weighed in.

 The mania is

likely to get far worse before it ends. Such is particularly true if Citadel Securities, the hedge fund
that pays Robinhood for user data to front-run trades, reloaded their short positions before making
Robinhood shutter access.

 Nonetheless,
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the "Wall Street Bets" clan are undeterred at this moment and are doubling down on their "bets."

 At least

for now.

How Does This All End

The real question is what eventually happens. In Gamestop's case, the company is effectively a
"dead man" walking retailer. So, the only reason anyone is buying the stock is simply due to the
short-squeeze conditions that currently exist. As of this writing, the percentage of shares "short" is
122%. (That isn't a typo.) The problem comes when the "Wall Street Bets" traders eventually do
want to sell. Those traders are "paper rich," however, to convert their shares back into cash, they
have to sell. The question will be WHO will they sell to? Such is where market dynamics come into
play. As stated in "No Cash On The Sidelines:"

"Every transaction in the market requires both a buyer and a seller, with the only
differentiating factor being at what PRICE the transaction occurs."

Think about a crowded theatre. At the moment, everyone is going into the theatre (buying), and no
one is selling. However, when they begin to try and sell their positions, no one will be there to buy
from them. Such is the equivalent of yelling "fire." The smart ones will get out early. The rest will
find themselves scrambling towards a very narrow exit. Once the price starts falling, the sellers will
swamp the buyers driving the price lower. In Gamestops case, given the company's value is
around $10, where it was trading before the mania, the decline will be both brutal and fast. While
Wall Street is the villain, this is one of those stories where the villain gets away with the crime in the
end.

Markets Take A Hit

Last week, we discussed that our "money flow" signals were close to triggering, suggesting either
a short-term correction of 3.-5% or an extended consolidation. (We publish a daily 3-minute
video click here to subscribe) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DngAJ16A0YI Let me repeat
that point from last week:

"Important Note: A correction can take on one of two forms. The market either
declines in price to alleviate the overbought condition, or it can consolidate
sideways."&#2013266080;

Such remains the case currently, as on Wednesday, the market declined by almost 3% in one day.
That swift sell-off did trigger our money flow "sell signal," as the volatility index spiked higher.
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While the market did bounce on Thursday, it was a "suckers rally." That bounce led to a retest of
the 50-dma on Friday. Money flows have continued to weaken, suggesting there remains
underlying selling pressure in the market currently. While I fully expect a reflexive rally next
week, that will likely be an opportunity to reduce risk rather than chasing markets. Such will
be the case until we see money flows start to turn positive again, suggesting some
underlying buying pressure. For now, we are maintaining our higher level of cash. After selling
last Friday, we have the luxury to be patient and look for opportunities to add to our core equity
holdings at cheaper prices.

Greed Breaks Things

My colleague Doug Kass penned an excellent piece on Thursday discussing market conditions:
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"'If there is one common theme to the vast range of the world's financial crises, it
is that excessive debt accumulation, whether by the government, banks,
corporations, or consumers, often poses greater systemic risks than it seems
during a boom.'&#2013266080;- Carmen Reinhart&#2013266080; A grotesque level
of speculation has taken us to where we are now.&#2013266080;With a good
perspective on history, we can have a better understanding of the past and present --
and thus a clear vision of the future.&#2013266080; Like previous speculative cycles,
this is about greed and trying to make money. Attempts to make trading seem like
ideological notions and high minded intentions are fanciful to me. Such makes my
point that mishappened levels of speculation usually occur in the later stage of a
Bull Market and, more often than not, presage a Bear Market.&#2013266080;
Speculation, as noted yesterday, is the outgrowth of undisciplined monetary
policy."

He is correct. The rampant speculation in the market is prolific, as shown in the charts below.

As Doug notes, speculation is the direct result of the "Moral Hazard" created by the Fed's ongoing
monetary interventions. After a decade of injecting liquidity into the financial markets, it is no
surprise that investors "believe" they have an "insurance" policy against loss. As noted in the linked
article, such is the very definition of moral hazard. Every time the market "wiggles," the Fed has
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expanded their monetary interventions.

However, at some point, the Fed may become trapped by the own policies. If the direct stimulus
does cause an inflationary surge, the Fed may get forced to cut QE and increase rates. The
last time they tried that was in 2018. It didn't go well.

Portfolio Positioning Update

As I discussed last week, we had positioned for a correction. Again, as noted
above,&#2013266080;I am NOT saying the markets are about to crash.&#2013266080;Here is
what we said last week:

"However, after the recent runup from November, all of our indicators are beginning
to align. Such suggests a 3-7% correction over the next month. Could it be 10% or
more? Absolutely. Once the correction begins, we can garner a better understanding of
the downside risk."

In our view, the management of risk will pay dividends over time, even at the expense of short-term
gains. Therefore, while the correction from Wednesday was short-lived, at least for the moment,
the risk is still present heading into February. Therefore, let me repeat the "rules" from last week:
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1. Tighten up stop-loss levels&#2013266080;to current support levels for each
position.

2. Hedge portfolios&#2013266080;against major market declines.
3. Take profits&#2013266080;in positions that have been big winners
4. Sell laggards&#2013266080;and losers
5. Raise cash&#2013266080;and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Notice, nothing in there says,&#2013266080;?sell everything and go to cash.?

The Problem Of Overpaying For Value

The current environment has become so richly priced there is little opportunity for investors to
extract additional gains from risk-based investments. There is one true axiom of the market, which
investors always tend to forget.

?Investors buy the most at the top, and the least at the bottom.?

If you feel you must chase the markets currently, then do it with a set of guidelines to follow
if things turn against you.&#2013266080;We printed these rules a couple of weeks ago but felt
there are worth mentioning again.
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While we remain optimistic about the markets currently, we are also taking precautionary
steps to tighten up stops, add non-correlated assets, raise some cash, and look to hedge
risk opportunistically. Just because it isn?t raining right now doesn?t mean it won?t. Nobody has
ever gotten hurt by keeping an umbrella handy.

The MacroView

If you need help or have questions, we are always glad to help. Just email me. See You Next
Week By Lance Roberts, CIO

Market & Sector Analysis

Analysis & Stock Screens Exclusively For RIAPro Members

S&P 500 Tear Sheet
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Performance Analysis
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Technical Composite

The technical overbought/sold gauge comprises several price indicators (RSI, Williams %R, etc.),
measured using "weekly" closing price data.&#2013266080; Readings above "80" are considered
overbought, and below "20" is oversold.&#2013266080;

Portfolio Positioning "Fear / Greed" Gauge

The "Fear/Greed" gauge is how individual and professional investors are "positioning" themselves
in the market based on their equity exposure. From a contrarian position, the higher the allocation
to equities, to more likely the market is closer to a correction than not. The gauge uses weekly
closing data. NOTE: The Fear/Greed Index measures risk from 0-100. It is a rarity that it
reaches levels above 90.&#2013266080; The current reading is 77.5 out of a possible 100.
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Sector Model Analysis & Risk Ranges

How To Read.

The table compares each sector and market to the S&P 500 index on relative
performance.
The "MA XVER" is determined by whether the short-term weekly moving average
crosses positively or negatively with the long-term weekly moving average.
The risk range is a function of the month-end closing price and the "beta" of the
sector or market.
The table shows the price deviation above and below the weekly moving
averages.
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Weekly Stock Screens

Currently, there are four different stock screens for you to review. The first is S&P 500 based
companies with a "Growth" focus, the second is a "Value" screen on the entire universe of stocks,
and the last are stocks that are "Technically" strong and breaking above their respective 50-dma.
We have provided the yield of each security and a Piotroski Score ranking to help you find
fundamentally strong companies on each screen. (For more on the Piotroski Score - read this
report.)

S&P 500 Growth Screen
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Low P/B, High-Value Score, High Dividend Screen

NEW!&#2013266080; Fundamental Growth Screen
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Aggressive Growth Strategy
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Portfolio / Client Update

As noted last week in our update, we had reduced our equity exposure by 25% last Friday by
selling our two index positions of SPY and RSP. Those sales were due to the market's extreme
overbought condition and weakening money flow signals, which suggested that further upside was
limited. As you know, we use index positions for "trading" purposes to quickly increase, or as in this
case, reduce exposure to markets as needed. Such allows us to keep our core equities and ETF's
intact for a longer-term holding period. As we go through earnings season, the companies we own
are reporting good earnings but not necessarily being rewarded for them right away. That is okay,
as we will use weakness to increase our exposures accordingly. The plan is to continue
consolidating and concentrating our holdings to gain more performance from winning positions.
However, we are using tighter stop-losses to control risk, but wide enough to maximize return over
time. We think the next couple of weeks could see a pickup in volatility. So, while we manage risk,
we are looking to take advantage of weakness to add positions to the portfolio accordingly.

Portfolio Changes

During the past week, we made minor changes to portfolios. We post all trades in real-time at
RIAPRO.NET.

"We reduced JNJ from 2% to 1.50% as the stock is grossly overbought. (This is our
second reduction in recent weeks from 3% originally.) The graph below shows that it is
well above its 200dma 3 standard deviation Bollinger band, a feat it hasn?t
accomplished in at least 20 years." - 01/27/21
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Reduce JNJ from 2% to 1.5% of the portfolio.

"As we head into earnings season we previously added exposure to our major
technology companies (i.e. AAPL, MSFT) in anticipation of a reflation ?risk-off? trade.
After reducing equity by 20% on Friday, we are adding 3% of that cash into three of our
existing technology holdings to bring our technology weight up to our benchmark." -
01/25/21

Add 1% to CRM, AMD, and ADBE

We are aware of the risks and are carrying tight stops on all positions. As always, our short-term
concern remains the protection of your portfolio. We have now shifted our focus from the election
back to the economic recovery and where we go from here. Lance Roberts CIO

THE REAL 401k PLAN MANAGER

A Conservative Strategy For Long-Term Investors
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If you need help after reading the alert, do not hesitate to&#2013266080;contact me.

Model performance is a two-asset model of stocks and bonds relative to the weighting changes
made each week in the newsletter. Such is strictly for informational and educational purposes only,
and one should not rely on it for any reason. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Use at your own risk and peril.&#2013266080;&#2013266080;
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401k Plan Manager Live Model

As an RIA PRO subscriber (You get your first 30-days free), you can access our live 401k
plan manager. Compare your current 401k allocation to our recommendation for your company-
specific plan and our 401k model allocation. You can also track performance, estimate future
values based on your savings and expected returns, and dig down into your sector and market
allocations. If you would like to offer our service to your employees at a deeply discounted
corporate rate, please contact me.
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